PROBE 20/10 PUTTER INSTRUCTIONAL CRIB SHEET
Do you remember the story about the Indian chief who used to ride his wagon into
town, pulled by two horses? Then he won the Lottery, and bought a Cadillac. The
next day he rode his Cadillac into town, pulled by two horses! The PROBE 20/10 N
uses entirely new technology! Learn how to use it to master the greens!
(Carry this “Crib Sheet” in your pocket when playing! These instructions are for
right-handers; if you are left-handed, reverse the references to the “toe hash mark”
and “heel hash mark”)
First and foremost, the PROBE 20/10 N works best if you use a slow, pendulum
stroke with NO WRISTINESS. In fact, the PROBE 20/10 N teaches every golfer to
stroke the ball with PROPER TEMPO, the same distance back, away from the ball,
and the same distance forward, through the ball.
PRACTICE stroking the ball at the center of the face (at the shaft) on longer, straight
putts, outside 15 feet. Notice how the wide putter head and three alignment lines
help you line up toward the hole. Then hit a few shorter putts off the toe of the
face, so you can feel the shaft twist as it puts side spin on the ball. Then hit a few
off the heel, so you can see what the shaft twisting in the other direction feels like.
Then, practice putting three foot putts to start, so you can see with your own eyes
how the break is reduced. Notice how the farther you play the ball away from the
shaft, the harder you have to stroke the putt to reach the same distance!
Examples of “Break Reduction Technology” to straighten out short breaking putts:
A.

Situation: 3-foot putt that looks like it breaks 4 inches right-to-left:

*Procedure: Instead of guessing how far to the right of the hole to aim, and how hard to hit the putt,
aim inside the right side of the hole and hit the ball at the hash-mark at the toe. As long as you reach the
hole, the clockwise side-spin will reduce the break to 1 inch, and you will make the putt without giving up
the hole.
B.

Situation: 3-foot putt that looks like it breaks 4 inches left-to-right:

*Procedure: Aim inside the left side of the hole and hit the ball at the hash-mark at the heel. As long
as you reach the hole, the counterclockwise side-spin will reduce the break to 1 inch, and you will make
the putt without giving up the hole.

Remember, longer putts will eventually take the break in the green, regardless of what spin you put
on the ball.
Practice a ten-foot straight putt playing the ball off the toe, then between the toe line and the shaft, then
between the shaft and the heel line, then off the heel. See how the ball reacts. After you get used to the
PROBE 20/10 N, you will rarely play any short putt at the center of the shaft. You will learn to make the
ball do what you want it to do instead of guessing what it will do.
“It’s not magic, it’s physics. Learn to use the PROBE 20/10 N properly, and you should drop at least four
to six putts per round! For a PGA or LPGA Tour player, that will mean more wins, and more MAJORS!”

